W E LC O M E
Welcome to this Virtual
Exhibition showcasing Great
Portland Estates plc (GPE)’s
plans for 4 - 26 St Thomas Street,
known as New City Court.
Due to government advice regarding
COVID-19, we will be initially hosting our
consultation ‘at-a-distance’ via online tools, by
post, and through video-conference sessions.
This ‘Virtual Exhibition’ provides all of the
information that is typically conveyed
at a face-to-face meeting. A feedback
form on these plans is also available at
www.newcitycourt.com which we would
encourage all participants to complete.
If you would like to have or share a
physical copy of this information, then
please do get in contact with the team on
NewCityCourt@KandaConsulting.co.uk
who will be happy to help.
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View of our proposals for New City Court from the London Bridge Underground station (2021 design)

N E W C I T Y C O U R T TO D AY
Site history

Opportunity Area

Conservation Area

This area of Southwark has long enjoyed a prominent
position in the story of London’s development: London
Bridge was the first crossing point built across the Thames
by the Romans around AD 50.

New City Court sits within the London Bridge, Borough
& Bankside Opportunity Area and the Central Activities
Zone (CAZ).

The site is also within the Borough High Street
Conservation Area. A Conservation Area is “of special
architectural or historic interest”, and in this area local
buildings were mostly built in the 18th, 19th, and early 20th
century “designed on Classical principles”. This means we
will need to consider the building’s design, its relationship
with the conservation area, as well as undergo extra layers
of planning scrutiny with specialist officers.

Historical records show that the New City Court site
held a variety of uses including a church, burial site,
and coaching inn with stable-yard. Throughout history,
openings and routes through the site have been a recurring
characteristic of its layout.
The current site is composed of ten separate buildings that
were linked together in a 1980s redevelopment of the site.

Opportunity Areas are identified as having significant
capacity for development. The Area has an indicative
capacity for a minimum of additional 5,500 new jobs that will
significantly contribute to both Southwark’s and London’s
post-pandemic recovery. In addition, London’s CAZ is the
primary location for commercial activity in the capital.
20 St Thomas Street Entrance Building (1980s)

The original façade of the unlisted Keats House remains,
originally constructed in the 1800s as a Victorian Villa.
However, the rear of the building was removed in the
1980s in conjunction with the redevelopment of the site.

20 St Thomas Street Entrance Building (1980s)

1980s Link
1980s Link Volume

The Grade II Listed Georgian Terrace was originally built
by Guy’s and St Thomas’s Hospital to house doctors. The
internal layout and some exterior features were heavily
altered and re-arranged in the 1980s.
The majority of the site is taken up by this 1980s office
block which sharply contrasts with the site’s historical
assets and removed outdoor spaces and closed off
historic routes into and across the site.

Georgian Terrace
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Site History Diagram

Multiple tenancies
(unit by unit)

Combined single tenancy
(1980s + Georgian Terrace)
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Vaults under street pavement

Combined single tenancy
(1980s + Georgian Terrace
+ Keats House)

King’s Head Yard, South side – 1881, Henry Dixon

Combined single tenancy
(1980s + Georgian Terrace
+ Keats House)
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C O N S U LTAT I O N TO D AT E
We have previously consulted on an alternative proposal
for New City Court since 2017 that you may be aware
of. A planning application was submitted to the London
Borough of Southwark in December 2018. To date, a
decision has not been made on the application.
We still believe in the merits of the scheme, which could
deliver significant benefits to the local area that were
supported throughout our extensive consultation.
However, in order to explore alternative solutions for
how the site could be redeveloped we have taken the
decision to progress a new application and we aim to
submit this in Spring (2021).
We would welcome for your feedback on this new scheme.
Our new proposal will still look to provide the key public
benefits of the 2018 scheme, whilst making some alterations:
• Improved sustainability and net zero-carbon credentials
• A significant reduction in height
• Re-designed flexible workspaces with postpandemic work habits in mind
• A significant increase in affordable workspace
• A vibrant and publicly accessible rooftop garden
• A revised servicing strategy in line with feedback

2018 Scheme from London Bridge

2018 Scheme Aerial Night-time Shot
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A NEW CITY COURT
We want to provide a high-quality, office-led mixed-use development:

Over 55,000 sqm of highquality office floorspace,

equating to c. 9% of Southwark’s projected
office floorspace target to 2041.

800 sqm of retail/food and
drink floorspace, adding to London

c. 5,528 sqm of flexible
affordable workspace, designed
to meet the needs of a range of small
Southwark businesses and start-ups.

Advancing the future Med Tech Hub
of start-ups and SMEs co-located in
close proximity to Guy’s and St. Thomas’
Hospital. Designed for specialist

working environments
with sustainability and
marketability built-in.

New public routes, providing

Bridge’s retail offer, activating the public
realm, and creating new local amenity.

A new London Bridge Station
tube entrance, opening onto a new

square to help alleviate congestion at
peak times

Recreating the site’s historical
courtyard and open feel, safely

Heritage celebrated, by restoring

New publicly accessible
rooftop terrace and woodland
garden with world class planting,

accessible to the public 24/7

the Georgian terrace and retaining
Keats House

efficient and historical footfall to ease
overcrowded pavements

stunning views, and commercial activity
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N E W R O O F TO P
GARDEN
We are proposing an entirely new public
terrace at the level 24, providing inspiring
360° rooftop views of Borough and beyond.
Covid-19 has highlighted the importance of access to
high-quality outdoor space and nature, particularly in this
area of central London, which will be free and publicly
accessible by dedicated lift from the ground floor.

Landscaping
Our ‘Woodland in The Sky’ is an immersive experience
with glades opening out to viewing perches. The
woodland will comprise a mix of evergreen and deciduous
planting to ensure there is always a robust green presence,
even during the winter months.

The Jar

A pavilion (the ‘Jar’) with accessible paths and inclusive
seating areas for children and adults will broaden visitors’
experiences of woodlands. Members of the local
community and school groups will be able to use it in
all seasons to explore natural habitats, biodiversity, and
ecological resilience to climate change.
A reserve ‘ribbon’ around the edge of the terrace will be
as a refuge for local wildlife and medicinal plants integral
to the history of John Keats and Guys Hospital. Ribbon
visitors will be allowed at intervals in order to encourage
wildlife and regeneration.
These habitats will connect with planting on balconies,
lower terraces, and the ground to create new resources
for local wildlife from the street to roof.
A new restaurant and cafe will provide refreshments and
a venue for events and gatherings in this richly planted
woodland environment.
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Proposed Roof Gardens - View Southeast

BOST Future Gardeners Event

The public roof gardens

Social value
GPE are committed to continuing their support and
collaboration with Bankside Open Spaces Trust’s Future
Gardeners programme. In February 2020, the next
class of ten Gardeners braced the cold atop of 20 St
Thomas Street, to gain vital training and core skills in the
horticulture industry.
One Future Gardener said: ‘‘My knowledge has increased,
feeling more confident to move onto the next stage in
my life”. To learn more about BOST’s Future Gardeners
Programme click here.
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Proposed Roof Gardens - View North

Roof Level Layout

Panoramic views area
North-West)

Wildlife Terrace

5 Years

10 Years

The woodland

The restaurant with
panoramic views
15 Years

MICRO-TOPOGRAPHIES FOR BROADER RANGE OF
MICRO-CLIMATES
By pushing the planting in and out where mechanical
plant allows, more space can be gained for the wildlife
refuge.

of
ubs and
nd.

These nooks and crannies could support a wider range
of wildlife by ‘roughing’ up the landscape edges to
widen the range of micro-climatic conditions.

ed up

SEASONAL ACCESSIBILITY

imic

To maximise to area for wildlife, the path around the
terrace can be kept very narrow for maintenance
access.

d every
trees

However, at certain times of the year that wouldWild
not
disturb wildlife, such as birds in their nesting season,
the path could be mown wider at certain points to
allow greater accessibility when the refuge is opened
to visiting.

MRG Studio

New City Court – Ground Floor Public Realm

‘Smooth’ building facade

life track

‘Smooth’ topography

Panoramic views
platform (South)

Wildlife Terrace

The Jar

Woodland in the Sky

600mm
MICRO-TOPOGRAPHIES FOR BROADER RANGE OF
MICRO-CLIMATES

• Roof landscape not simply trying to replicate a
natural woodland in the sky.
• Architectural elements allow a broader experience
of woodland than a conventional woodland would
allow
− Inhabiting the canopy level (at restaurant
terrace)
− Being amongst the trees (as ‘normal’ woodland)
− Being down in the roots and the underworld
of the woodland (in the glass-walled sunken
ground)
• ‘Jar’ as reference to Keat’s ‘Ode on a Grecian Urn’
(via Wallace Stevens ‘Anecdote of the Jar’

MRG Studio

New City Court – Woodland Terrace

By pushing the planting in and out where mechanical
Public
plant allows, more space can be gained for the wildlife
refuge. toilets
These nooks and crannies could support a wider range
of wildlife by ‘roughing’ up the landscape edges to
widen the range of micro-climatic conditions.

Panoramic cafe'

SEASONAL ACCESSIBILITY
Woodland

Restaurant

Wildlife

To maximise to area for wildlife, the path around the
terrace can be kept very narrow for maintenance
access.

10

New City Court – Ground Floor Public Realm

However, at certain times of the year that would not
disturb wildlife, such as birds in their nesting season,
the path could be mown wider at certain points to
allow greater accessibility when the refuge is opened
MRG Studio
to visiting.

‘Smooth’ building facade

Wild life track
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‘Smooth’ topography

‘Roughened’ topography

REVISED ARCHITECTURE
The provision of a ‘tall’ building is established through the Opportunity Area, position
within the CAZ, as well as several existing and emerging schemes in a cluster along St
Thomas Street such as Guy’s Tower, Capital House, Shard Place, The News Building,
Vinegar Yard, and The Shard.
We have carefully considered the conservation area, protected views of St Paul’s, and
key local views from landmarks and roads, to architecturally complement a unique street
that boasts both listed Georgian terraces and The Shard.
Following feedback from stakeholders, we have incorporated a reduction in height of
40m in comparison to the scheme submitted in 2018.
This reduction amounts to 11 storeys in total and will mean the proposals will stand at
circa 100m tall, or 26 storeys (plus mezzanine and two basement levels).
In addition, we have taken an alternative approach to the façade through the use of lighter
materials and by softening the building’s corners, meaning that the visual impact of the
building is reduced.

London Aerial Cluster

2021 Scheme from London Bridge
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N E W R E S TO R AT I O N O F O L D B U I L D I N G S
During the site’s redevelopment in the
1980s, the fabric of the historic buildings
was significantly altered to its detriment.
Our proposed high-quality architecture is
sensitively designed to respect local heritage.
• Sympathetic restoration of the Georgian
terrace, improving the setting along St
Thomas Street and to the rear in the new
public realm as well as reinstating a more
authentic layout of the spaces.
• Reconstruction and improvement of
Keats House, enhancing the character
and appearance of the listed buildings.
• Improving the view of neighbouring listed
buildings, such as The Old King’s Head
pub, through new vantage points within
the proposed public realm.

Proposed Rear View of Georgian Terrace

• Following feedback from stakeholders
and Historic England, we have removed
the originally proposed retail in the
historical buildings and replaced it with
affordable workspace.

Key:
White = original Georgian Terrace
elements to be retained
Red = fabric that was added or
adversely altered in the 1980s
redevelopment

Proposed view looking west on St Thomas Street
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N E W A F FO R D A B L E W O R K S PA C E
We have quadrupled the amount of
affordable workspace in New City Court
from the 2018 proposals, now totalling 10%
of all office space in the development.
5,528 sqm is included in total. The affordable workspace
will be located within the refurbished Georgian terraces,
Keats House, and in the main building.
These high-quality office spaces will be flexible,
sustainably designed and expertly managed, to meet the
needs of small-medium sized Southwark businesses and
start-ups.
Our diverse mix of workspaces will benefit from all that
New City Court has to offer including excellent transport
links, new retail, and new public space in the heart of the
London Bridge area.
Post-Covid, we are acutely mindful of the changes to work
habits and relationship between workers, employers, and
the environment. Flexibility is built in to support wellbeing
and environmental sustainability.

Proposed Affordable Workspace in Georgian Terraces

The building can evolve over time and allows us to respond
efficiently to potential future uses and market trends, as
well as operator and local community needs. By offering
this flexibility there may be opportunities for our business
occupiers to scale-up or down within New City Court.

Affordable Workspace Precedent
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Affordable Workspace
Location: Level 2 Example
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A N E W S E N S E O F A R R I VA L
A major benefit of the proposals will be
the significant improvements to the public
space in the immediate area.
Stakeholder feedback has highlighted the need to create
‘a new sense of arrival’ for people in the Borough & London
Bridge area which is currently overcrowded. Footpaths are
congested and at full capacity, which is compounded at
peak times, with an increased risk of pedestrian spill-over
into the road.
Permeability through the site will be created via three
new entrances from St Thomas Street connecting to
King’s Head Yard, Borough High Street, and the London
Underground entrance, boosting visibility of the Old King’s
Head pub.
The interconnectivity of the site will be enhanced through
a covered public colonnade that runs from St Thomas
Street to the newly created tube station entrance new
retail, office reception, and dedicated lift to public garden.
This public space will be open 24/7 and maintained by
GPE to ensure the area is vibrant and safe.

A new sense of arrival
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London Bridge Station Entrance
The existing London Bridge Underground
entrance on Borough High Street suffers from
severe overcrowding, poor pedestrian safety,
and does not support an efficient flow of
pedestrian traffic.
We have worked with TfL and stakeholders
to create a brand-new entrance to the tube
station that will greatly enhance capacity and
provide new routes to relieve the strain on
current pavements to St Thomas Street and
Borough High Street.
We will provide a new exit directly onto
the New City Court public square. Meaning
that users can now emerge and immediately
continue their journeys east or south/
east through the historic yards and relieve
pressure on Borough High Street.
This new entrance will link the high street and
courtyard plus improve the visibility of new
and existing shops.
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A NEW SERVICING ARRANGEMENT
Following stakeholder feedback, we have moved the
proposed servicing to be completely on-site, with access
now provided from St Thomas Street instead of King’s
Head Yard.
At ground floor in the eastern portion of the site, two
disabled spaces and two LGV spaces will be included
in the loading bay. No heavy goods vehicles are granted
access, and we have reduced the number of vehicular
trips compared to our original scheme by roughly 75%.
We have ensured that servicing and delivery trips are not
generated during those busiest times for residents and
workers with no servicing and delivery trips taking place
between 7-10am, 12-2pm, and 4-7pm.
Deliveries will be consolidated off-site resulting in a
significant reduction in the number of vehicles coming to
site, lowering congestion of the road network.

38 LGV deliveries and 2 waste vehicle over 24 hours

MIDNIGHT

3

23:00

OVERNIGHT
22:00

2

21:00

20:00

19:00

18:00

BANNED PERIOD
17:00

6

16:00

6

15:00

14:00

PEAK HOURS
13:00

6

12:00

6

11:00

10:00

09:00

BANNED PERIOD
08:00

6

07:00

2

06:00

05:00

04:00

OVERNIGHT
03:00

3

02:00

01:00

MIDNIGHT

LUNCH

1 van every 10 mins

24 vehicles during the working day, with others spread overnight
Servicing Timeline
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A N E W A P P R O A C H TO S U S TA I N A B I L I T Y

GPE is committed to integrating
sustainability throughout the
design, construction, and
operation of our properties
to meet the requirements of
our occupiers, enhance local
communities, and minimise their
environmental footprint.
We have pledged to:
• Decarbonise our business to
become net zero by 2030 (20
years ahead of UK target);
• Design climate change resilient
and adaptable spaces;
• Create a lasting positive social
impact in our communities; and
• Put health and wellbeing front
and centre.

Sustainability Diagram A

We believe our new scheme has improved social and environmental credentials. We have taken the approach to
build-in sustainability first through design, rather than apply it to the building later.
The previous scheme is three years old and technology as well as targets move on. We have committed New City
Court to net zero carbon in response to Southwark Council’s declaration of a Climate Emergency with a long-term
aspiration to be fossil-fuel free.
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Energy and sustainability
8 steps to Net Zero Carbon

We have carried out extensive research in
order to find ways of reducing carbon and
operational energy through construction,
design, and once built:

1

Passive design optimisation

2

Reduce demand and consumption

• Focusing on the structure of the building, replacing
cement, and introducing ‘CEM Free’ concrete.

3

• Providing efficient materials making them do two or
three jobs such as embedding cooling solutions within
the concrete itself.

Eliminate fossil fuels

4

Maximise renewable energy & storage

5

Limit upfront embodied carbon

• Utilising all electric solutions for heating through use of
air-source heat pumps and potential link up to district
energy networks
• Improving ventilation throughout the year to reduce the
reliance on machinery

• Surpassing RIBA’s 2025 Climate Change targets
• BREEAM Excellent with an aspiration for Outstanding

7

Monitor, test, commission,
feedback

8

Offset to
zero

650

• Simplifying construction by introducing prefab
elements and sustainable procurement in selecting
low carbon products.

We will achieve industry-recognised
scores of:

6

<

kg/CO 2 e/
m2

15%

>

Improvement
over Pat L

110

<
kWh/m2 yr

Reduce whole life carbon, minimise
lifecycle cost

e mbodie d
carbon

total e ne rgy
use

Ene rgy
de mand

• Well Gold with an aspiration for Platinum
• NABERS 4.5 stars with an aspiration for 5 stars

Sustainability Diagram B
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MORE BENEFITS

Our proposals for New City Court will have added economic and employment benefits including:

Significant Mayoral and Southwark
Community Infrastructure Levy

contributions, totalling c.
£11.5m, to assist in the provision of

infrastructure improvements for the
borough and wider London.

£870,000 in local expenditure
each year during the construction phase

Section 106 contributions, including

an estimated £2m in financial
contributions and a series of in-

kind contributions including significant
improvements to the surrounding public
realm and St Thomas Street.

c. 2,300 total net additional
jobs across the Site during

operation, which is expected to support
over £5m in additional local expenditure
each year.

Generating c. £11m per annum in

business rates contributions,

which will be retained in full by
Southwark.

c. 575 construction jobs on
site throughout the demolition
and construction period, which

is expected to result in £870,000 in local
expenditure each year during this period.
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NEXT STEPS
Thank you for taking the time to look
through our proposals for New City
Court. We hope you found this Virtual
Exhibition informative and useful.
We would be delighted it if you could leave your
thoughts in the interactive feedback form located
on newcitycourt.com/virtualexhibition. We plan to
submit our new planning application to Southwark
Council soon.
In the meantime, if you have any questions, or know
someone who requires support accessing this
information and may require physical copies, please do
get in touch with the project team on the details below:
newcitycourt.com
NewCityCourt@KandaConsulting.co.uk
0203 900 3676
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View of our proposals for New City Court from the London Bridge Underground station (2021 design)

